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1. Introduction.
Annotation of very large corpora is a complex and multifarious task, in the process of which the
annotating teams are confronted with various aspects of linguistics and information science. In
the present paper, we discuss the attempts to balance the degree of automatic processing, the
accuracy of the annotation and the requirements laid by the amount of annotated data as realized
in the course of the annotation of the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT). We will focus on
some points connected with the issues of the depth of annotation, of the robustness of the
annotating scheme and the coverage.

2. The depth, robustness and coverage of annotation
The requirements of the depth and precision of annotations vary for different intended uses of the
corpus. While the statistical language modelling methods are greedy for data and less demanding
for accuracy, we also need to consider linguistic uses of the corpus - which contrive with much
smaller amounts of data but depend on its 'total' accurracy. The multi-layered scenario of PDT
takes this scale into account.
First, let us consider the scale of the depth of annotation. The PDT project is well documented
from this point of view in publications of the research team (Böhmová,+DMLþ, +DMLþRYi, VidováHladká 2003 , +DMLþ +DMLþRYi +ROXE H]QtþNRYi 3DMDV 6JDOO and Vidová-Hladká 2001,
+DMLþRYi+DMLþRYi), therefore we mention only the main aspects here. The annotation
scheme has been elaborated based on the Praguian theory of Functional Generative Description
(for a detailed description, see Sgall et al.1986), aiming towards the deep syntactic
(tectogrammatical) level of description. Starting with morphemic analysis and morphemic tagging
GLVDPELJXDWLRQVHH+ODGNi+DMLþ ZLWKDERXWGLIIHUHQWWDJVDFWXDOO\XVHGWKH
process of enriching texts with information is then taken to the intermediate step of surface syntax
DQQRWDWLRQVRFDOHGDQDO\WLFDOOHYHO +DMLþ). A dependency tree structure is assigned to each
sentence, the nodes of the tree are labelled with word tokens and the basic functions of individual
words in the sentence. This level of annotation distinguishes a relatively limited set of functions
(26 labels, such as predicate, subject, object, attribute, adverbial, out of which 12 are rather
technical , such as sentence boundaries, labels for punctuation marks etc.). The (hitherto) final
step (depth) of annotation is the tectogrammatical layer (+DMLþRYi+DMLþRYiDQG3DMDV
+DMLþRYiDQG3DMDV, Böhmová 2001). On this layer, only autosemantic words get a node of
their own and nodes are reestablished for elements that are deleted in the surface shape of the

sentence. The overall structure is again a dependency tree; there are attributes with the total of
140 values for underlying syntactic relations, enriched by three basic values of the information
structure (topic-focus articulation) and specific attributes for coreferential (inter- and intrasentential) links.
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Figure 1. Annotation scenario of the Prague Dependency Treebank

On the scale of robustness we are moving alongside the same track. It occurs that as we are
getting deeper as for the level of description, the automatic procedures (both the statistical and the
structural ones) provide less accurate results and the output needs more corrections done by hand.
The statistical methods used for morphemic tagging are as accurate as 95 %. This result offers
morphological annotation of large amounts of texts with minimal human intervention. The whole
of the first release of the Czech National Corpus (100 millions of occurrences of words) has been
annotated by disambiguated tags.
On the analytical level, there are two separate statistical automatic modules involved: a parser
and a procedure assigning the syntactic functions. The Collins' parser adapted to dependency
grammar assigns the tree structure to the sentence with accurracy of 80 % (Collins et al. 1999),
measured by the number of misplaced dependencies. Human annotators use an interactive tree
editor to correct the tree structure and then they run the function assignment in the form of
a macro command of the editor. The precision of this procedure reaches 92 % of accurracy. 100
thousand sentences (about 1 400 000 occurrences of words) have been annotated on this level,
and published as PDT version 1.0 (see the reference below). The annotation process itself brings
important material for refining some subtle points of the theory. The data are used for linguistic
research, they create the basis for further annotation automation, and they are also used in
research projects in the fields of information retrieval and machine translation.

Figure 2. Analytic tree structure

The transduction from the analytical tree structures (ATS) towards the tectogrammatical tree
structures (TGTS) has been divided into 3 streams of detail and 3 steps of manual procedures.
The automatic pre-processing module (Böhmová 2001) transduces the ATSs and the manual
annotators complete the annotations (for a possibility to enlarge the automatic procedure as to
include the assignment RI IXQFWRUV VHH äDERNUWVNê ). We are aware that we can only
annotate a limited number of the sentences in full, using all the features defined in the theory, as
this is a complicated resource-consuming task. Therefore we have decided to build a 'large
collection' of TGTSs, annotated only as for the structure, i.e. functors are assigned for different
types of dependency relations (the classification of functors is based on the FGD's theoretical
approach to valency, see e.g. Panevová 1974-75; 3DQHYRYiDQG+DMLþRYi, Sgall et al. 1986,
for a similar though more cognitively oriented approach see Fillmore et al. 2002), topic-focus
articulation (+DMLþRYi ) and basic coreference features, and a small 'model collection'
containing the complete set of features (e.g. a more detailed classification of morphological and
deep syntactic functions, basic values of textual coreference).
As the complete TGTS is a structure containing detailed grammatical, syntactic and
coreferential information for each node, it is impossible to annotate all the features in a single
step.Therefore, the annotations of the large collection are cascaded: first, the tree structure and
syntactic functions are corrected (this collection contains now about 50 000 sentences), then the
attributes of topic-focus articulation and deep word order are assigned (now about 10 000
sentences are fully annotated after the first and second pass), and in the last pass through the data,
the values of grammatical coreference are being added.
The large collection provides data for further empirical investigations and a basis for the
possible future fourth layer of annotation, namely some kind of formal semantic representation.
The model collection's size is a few hundreds of sentences. The attributes specific for this
collection have all been practically annotated by hand. The collection serves for further
theoretical research and for a possible complementation of automatic procedures.
The combination of all automatic parts of the annotation into a complete transduction from
text to tectogrammatical trees, without the manual correction between the steps, was a part of our
more recent machine translation project (http://www.cslp.jhu.edu/ws2002/groups/mt/). The

preliminary results show that the main share of errors is caused by coordination constructions.
The automatically generated 11000 TGTSs have successfully modeled the data needed for the
automatic translation.
Another view we have considered is the scale of coverage. We have made the decision not to
restrict the set of sentences that we are processing. Prague Dependency Treebank uses real, nonadapted running texts from different sources (daily newspapers, scientific magazines, popular
scientific literature etc.) and the texts have been selected to create a balanced set of texts from
these sources, without limiting ourselves to certain length or structural complexity of the
sentence. The annotation scheme contains instructions (more or less technical) for assigning the
structure and syntactic funtions to addresses, tables, titles and other special types of sentences. A
very important issue is that of the tools available for the annotators: for the purpose of PDT
annotations, a highly annotator friendly, but internally sophisticated software tool has been built
to process real input (see Mírovský, Ondruška 2002;0tURYVNê2QGUXãND3U$ãD; +DMLþ
Pajas, Vidová-Hladká 2001).
Figures 2 and 3 show examples of the same sentence annotated on the analytical and
tectogrammatical level, respectively.

Cz.:Státní opera
Praha MLå
Y SRORYLQ
VUSQD
Lit.:The National opera Prague already in the middle of August
zahájila verdiovským festivalem VY$M QHXVWiYDMtFt ERM R
started by a Verdi
festival
its neverending quest for
diváka, R SRY VW
R St]H
o peníze.
audience, for reputation, for support, for money.
E.: The National opera Prague started its neverending quest for
audience, reputation, support and money by a Verdi festival
already in the middle of August.

Figure 3. Tectogrammatical tree structure

3. Conclusion
We believe that the multi-layer scenario of PDT together with the division of labour into three
annotation streams and four levels of depth of description, as well as the combination of
automatic, semi-automatic and hand-crafted procedures used, serve well for the aim to balance
the accuracy of the annotation and the requirements imposed by the amount of annotated data.
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